
THE CASE 
FOR MAKING 

A CHANGE

Build or renovate
your business, it’s

time to choose. Will
renovation,

expansion or a new
build keep your

business growing?



ABOUT 
HELLCAT01

OUR PRIORITIES ARE, AND ALWAYS WILL BE,
INTEGRITY, EXPECTATION MANAGEMENT,
COMMUNICATION, AND CLIENT SATISFACTION.

Hellcat Construction provides honest.
reliable service that stands head and
shoulders above the rest. Hellcat
Construction is committed to providing
the highest quality workmanship and
unparalleled customer service. 

We continually exceed expectations by
ensuring that each project is completed
on time and within  budget. We take
great pride In insuring our clients  are
fully satisfied. 

Serving Georgia and South Carolina
912-250-0318
hellcatconstruction.com



TIPS FOR
SUCCESS 02

A significant percentage of your business success depends on the effect of your
interior and exterior spaces on employees and customers. If you're considering a
building project and whether it's best to renovate, expand or build new office 
space, ask how your business will benefit from such a change?

According to a Forbes' findings from a number of international studies about staff
well-being and the office's impact on productivity, it's important "to create a place
where employees actually want to show up, not where they need to show up." 

Focus on a variety of work modes, for example, a balanced mix of collaborative and
private spaces that uses the accomplishment of tasks as a starting pc int.
Build the space around the company culture. What story does your organization tell?
Reflect it in the spaces that people see every day.
Study how people in the space move around (or not). Do people spend most of their
time at their desks? In conference rooms? In one office with a few others? In open areas
with a few tables and chairs?
Treat your offices like computer software. Make them upgradeable, scalable, flexible.
Communicating with employees is important here· nothing build high morale than a
pcsitive change that is initiated by the people who are doing the work!

SO, YOU'RE LOOKING INTO MAKING A
CHANGE IN YOUR OFFICE FACILITIES. 

Some recommendations:



IDENTIFY
YOUR GOALS03

WHAT'S YOUR REASON TO CHANGE 
 YOUR COMPANY'S WORKSPACE? 

SIZE: You've outgrown the space or building you are in. Closets and hallways
have sprouted desks and worktables.
UPGRADE: Your enterprise has changed, but your space has not kept up
TEAM BUILDING: You walk through your space thinking about efficiencies,
safety, communication and employee morale. You're wishing you could
redesign it. 
UPDATE: It's becoming a little embarrassing to bring new clients into a dated
lobby or waiting room
LOWER COSTS: The maintenance and repair costs keep going up. Your lease is
up and your budget tells you is may be the right time to move.

At Hellcat Construction, we understand the
unique requirements of our commercial
clients. We know that maintaining a
competitive edge can be elusive. 

Better training, higher efficiencies, careful
budgeting and detailed marketing
strategies all are necessary and effective
was to stay ahead of the competition.



IMPROVING
YOUR BRAND
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What's the first thing your clients or
customers see when they visit your
business? Obviously, the building or visible
infrastructure of your business makes the
first impression.

A new expanded or renovated office space
sends a clear message that your company
is growing, prospering and in touch with
the forward edge of commerce, not
stubbornly clinging to the 'way we've
always done it.'
 
A new building also conveys to the entire
community that your business cares about
the community and intends to remain there
as a responsible resident. Should your
brand be visibly associated with out-of-
date, aging facades or with a community
aesthetic that adds quality to a
neighborhood or commercial zone? 



Your employees, of course! They will be
most appreciative of their new
surroundings' 

Innumerable studies have proven what
should be rather obvious: that happy
employees in surroundings they enjoy are
much more productive than otherwise. 

Studies show that employee performance
involving focused work varied widely and
correlated strongly to quietness, privacy
and a lack of interruption. The workers in
the less-conducive environment performed
better than the top performers.

BOOST EMPLOYEE
PERFORMANCE & MORALE05

Who'll benefit most from your new,
expanded or renovated office space? 

As generations of workers and their values
change over time, many businesses have
found that younger employees are
increasingly drawn to open meeting spaces
where they can pull up a chair and
collaborate on projects.  

An oversized staff in an undersized office
moves against your productivity. You may
actually be losing money in your current
offices just by doing nothing! Distraction,
noise, lighting issues, even smells  can
reduce the amount of time each of your
employees can spend on actual revenue-
producing work. 



CUTTING
COSTS06

Newly expanded or renovated office
spaces require less maintenance than old
buildings that constantly need patching
and replacing worn trim and fabric. It also
provides a safe environment free of toxic
substances — such as asbestos in pre-
1970s buildings.  

MAINTENANCE
COSTS

In the short term, your new, expanded or renovated office space will
be a major investment and take a big chunk out of your budget. As
time goes on, however, you'll begin to see substantial savings in
lower maintenance and utility costs. A construction project that
utilizes sustainable materials and design will pay off in huge
savings in the future. Newer air handling equipment, better
windows, doors and heating can save quite a bit on your monthly
utility bills.  The building is yours to remodel, expand or reconfigure
as needed. For some businesses, such as retail, staying at one
address is a strong selling point and losing a lease can strongly
affect income in a negative direction. 

LOWERING LONG-
TERM COSTS



RENOVATE, 
EXPAND OR BUILD?07

SOME QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER:
Does my business need new space or are there other possible solutions that
could give the results we need?
How long will new construction take versus a remodel or renovation?
How will my business operate during the construction period? If we remodel our
current space, what are my options for a temporary relocation if needed?

There are many variables to consider when
you weigh your options — not the least of
which is your financial ability to move
ahead. New construction is more expensive
when you consider the additional costs of
land, planning and designing, materials and
labor. However, a favorable construction or
small business loan could make it reachable
over a longer term. 

If you need your office space immediately or
within a short time, renovation might be a
good option. The experts at Hellcat
Construction ensure your project is on time
and within budget. We secure all permits
and licenses in advance of any
groundbreaking. 

Unlike remodeling, expanding your building's
current footprint allows you to continue without
disruption in your present space. Additionally,
commercial expansion comes with a lower
price than a new building, and may allow you
include upgrades in your current space that
allow the spaces to match their capabilities. 

Despite the cost, new construction offers many
benefits that you'll appreciate in the future. You
have unlimited options to personalize the size
and floor plans of your new space. Modern
construction will also ensure your facility can
support operations for years to come.



Many cities that dot the coast of Georgia and South
Carolina are home to many historic buildings waiting to be
renovated into modern office space. If you're considering
such a project be as informed as possible. First, if the
structure is a registered historic building, the U.S.
Department of Interior requires certain features to be
preserved when rehabilitating. Second, when at all
possible, a deteriorated structure must be repaired rather
than replaced. 

Our architectural heritage is protected by a set of
regulations regarding changes to any existing structure
considered important to the identity of the city or
neighborhood. The Georgia Trust for Historic Preservation
has produced some helpful material on the topic. 

Generally, office buildings constructed before World War II
were built with plastered walls and ceilings, wood flooring
and limited or highly subdivided floor plans with many
small rooms and narrow hallways. As HVAC systems
became a reality, office design became more open, flexible
and adaptable to modern technological advances.
Removing interior walls can be a nice way to open up a
space for modern work habits and technologies.

RENOVATING A
HISTORIC BUILDING08

Recycling an older building is not only a green way of thinking, it's a
long tradition in the Southeastern United States. Savannah GA's
downtown was left somewhat intact by the post-war flight to the
suburbs. Savannah suffered only a few losses to a historical ambiance
in the city's core. In the late 1970s when Savannah College of Art and
Design came to town, SCAD's founder, Paula S. Wallace, was
determined to house the college in extant older structures rather than
razing them and building a new campus on their former sites. This
tradition was followed by countless other businesses in Savannah —
inns, offices and retail shops.



COMMERCIAL
CONSCTRUCTION

READY TO GET STARTED?

Whether you've decided to renovate, expand, construct new office space or you are still
uncertain which is best for you, an experienced contractor can help you design a project
that's tailored to meet the specific needs of your business. At Hellcat Construction, we are
committed to satisfying our customers from design to completion of their commercial
building projects. Contact us today to learn how we can help you grow your business by
expanding. renovating or building new office space. 
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912-250-0318
www.hellcatconstruction.com


